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ABSTRACT 

 

A vertex odd divisor cordial labeling of a graph 
),(= EVG

 is a bijection 

1},2{1,2,3,...:  nVf
 such that if each edge uv is assigned the label 1  if 

)()/( vfuf
 or 

)()/( ufvf
 and the label 0  if 

),()( vfuf
 then 

1|(1)(0)|  ff ee
. A graph which admits odd divisor cordial labeling is called a 

vertex odd divisor cordial graph. In this paper we prove that the gear graph nG
, 

switching of an apex vertex in 
)( 1,nKS

, the graph 12 mKP 
, the 2 - weak shell 

graph 
4),( nnC

 and the 1- weak shell graph 
3),( nnC

 are vertex odd divisor 

cordial graphs. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION  

 

Graph theory has several interesting applications in system analysis, operations 

research and economics. Since most of the time the aspects of graph problems are uncertain, 

it is nice to deal with these aspects via the methods of labeling. The concept of labeling of 

graphs is an active research area and it has been widely studied by several researchers. In a 

wide area network (WAN), several systems are connected to the main server, the labeling 

technique plays a vital role to label the cables. The labeling of graphs have been applied in the 

fields such as circuit design, communication network, coding theory, and crystallography. 

http://www.compmath-journal.org/
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   A graph labeling, is a process in which each vertex is assigned a value from the given 

set of numbers, the labeling of edges depends on the labels of its end vertices. An excellent 

survey of various graph labeling problems, we refer to Gallian2. Two well known graph 

labeling methods are graceful labeling and harmonious labeling. These labelings are studied 

by Cahit1.  

   Cordial labeling was introduced by Cahit1. Many labeling schemes were introduced 

with slight variations in cordial such as prime cordial labeling, divisor cordial labeling. 

Varatharajan et al.12 have analyzed the divisor cordial labeling. The divisor cordial labeling of 

various types of graph is presented in7,8,9,10 and11. Muthaiyan et al.5 introduced the concept of 

vertex odd divisor cordial graph. In section 2, we summarize the necessary definitions and 

basic results. In section 3, we prove that some standard graphs are vertex odd divisor cordial 

graph. We conclude in section 4.  

 

2.  BASIC DEFINITIONS 

 

In this section, we provide a brief summary of the definitions and other results which 

are prerequisites for the present work.  All the graphs considered here are simple, finite, 

undirected without loops and multiple edges. Let ),(= EVG  be a graph and as usual we 

denote |=|Vp  and |=| Eq . For terminology and notations not specifically defined here, we 

refer to Harary3. 

We recall the following definition from Harary3.  
 

Definition 2.1 Let ),(= EVG  be a graph. A mapping {0,1}: Vf  is called the binary 

vertex labeling of G  and )(vf  is called the label of the vertex Vv  of G  under f. The 

induced edge labeling {0,1}:* Ef  is given by |,)()(=|)(* vfufef   for all 

Euve = .  

  We denote )(iv f  is the number of vertices of G  having label i  under f  and )(ie f  

is the number of edges of G  having label i  under f , where 0,1=i . Now we define cordial 

labeling of a graph.  
 

Definition 2.2 1 Let ),(= EVG  be a graph and {0,1}: Vf  be a binary vertex labeling of 

G. The map f  is called a cordial labeling if 1|(1)(0)|  ff vv  and 1|(1)(0)|  ff ee .  

 A graph G  is called cordial graph if it admits cordial labeling.  
 

Definition 2.312 A divisor cordial labeling of a graph ),(= EVG  is a bijection 

|}|,{1,2,3,...: VVf   such that if each edge uv is assigned the label 1 if )()/( vfuf  or 

)()/( ufvf  and the label 0  if ),()( vfuf  then 1|(1)(0)|  ff ee   

 

Definition 2.4 4 A vertex odd divisor cordial labeling of a graph ),(= EVG  is a bijection 
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1},2{1,2,3,...:  nVf  such that if each edge uv is assigned the label 1 if )()/( vfuf  or 

)()/( ufvf  and the label 0  if ),()( vfuf  then 1|(1)(0)|  ff ee . A graph which admits 

odd divisor cordial labeling is called a vertex odd divisor cordial graph.  
 

Definition 2.510 The gear graph nG  is obtained from the wheel by subdividing each of its rim 

edge.  
 

Definition 2.6 A vertex switching vG  of a graph G  is the graph obtained by taking a vertex 

v  of G , removing all the edges incident to v  and adding edges joining v  to every other 

vertex which are not adjacent to v  in G .  
 

Definition 2.7 Suppose we remove k  chords from a shell graph nS , then the resulting graph 

is denoted by )2,( knnC   and we call this graph as k -weak shell graph,where ni 1 . 

If  nvvvv ,...,,, 321  is vertex set of )2,( knnC  , then its edge set is 

     knjvvvvnivv jinii  13,4,...,=:11: 11 .  

 

3.  MAIN RESULTS 
 

Theorem 3.1  The gear graph nG , 3)( n  is a vertex odd divisor cordial.  

Proof. Let G  be the graph nG . Let v  be the apex vertex of G  and let nvvvv 2321 ,...,,,  be the 

rim vertices of G . Then 12|=)(| nGV  and nGE 3|=)(| . We define 

1},4{1,3,5,...)(:  nGVf  as follows 

Our aim is to generate 








2

3n
 edges having label 1, and 









2

3n
 edges having label 0 . 1=)(vf , 

which generates n  edges having label 1. Now it remains to generate n
n

k 








2

3
=  edges with 

label 1. For the vertices ,...,, 321 vvv  assign the vertex label as per following pattern up to it 

generate k  edges with label 1. The remaining labels are assigned to the vertices in such a way 

that no two adjacent vertices are multiples of each other.  
2 3 1

2 3 2

2 3 3

3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3

5 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3

7 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3

a

a

a
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where 121)3(2  nm m
a

 and 1m  and 0ma . 

We observe that .1)3/(21)3(2 1  mm  and 

im 1)3(2   does not divide 12 m . 

From the above labeling pattern, we have 

(0)=
2

3
=(1) ff e

n
e 








 if n  is even and (1)1=(0) ff ee   if n  is odd 

Therefore 1|(1)(0)|  ff ee . 

Hence G  is a vertex odd divisor cordial graph.  
 

Example 3.2 Vertex odd divisor cordial labeling of the gear graph 8G  is shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure :1 Vertex odd divisor cordial labeling of 8G  

 

Theorem 3.3 Switching of an apex vertex in )( 1,nKS  is a vertex odd divisor cordial graph.  

Proof. Let G  be the switching of an apex vertex of the graph )( 1,nKS . Let 

   nivvvKSV iin  1:,,=)( 1, , where v  is an apex vertex, iv  are the vertices of degree 

two and iv   are the pendant vertices of )( 1,nKS .  

Then 12|=)(| nGV  and nGE 2|=)(| . 

We define 1},4{1,3,5,...)(:  nGVf  as follows 

1=)(vf , 

niivf i  11,4=)(  

niivf i  11,4=)(  

We observe that, from the above labeling pattern, we have (0).==(1) ff ene  

Therefore 1|(1)(0)|  ff ee . 

Hence G is a vertex odd divisor cordial graph.  
 

Example 3.4 Vertex odd divisor cordial labeling of Switching of an apex vertex in )( 1,7KS  

graph is shown in Figure 2 .  
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Figure :2  Switching of an apex vertex in )( 1,7KS

 
 

Theorem 3.5 The graph 12 mKP   is a vertex odd divisor cordial graph.  

Proof. Let G  be the graph 12 mKP  . Let u  and v  be the vertices of 2P  and let 

mvvvv ,...,,, 321  be the vertices of 1mK  respectively. The edge set of 12 mKP   is 

321= EEEE   where    2,1=,2,1= 211  nivvEnivvE nini  and 

 13 = nnvvE . Then 2|=)(| mGV  and 12|=)(| mGE . 

We define 3},4{1,3,5,...)(:  mGVf  as follows 

1=)(uf , 

,=)( pvf  

.11,2=)( miivf i    

We choose p  as a largest prime number such that 340  mp . 

In view of above defined labeling pattern, we have 

 ne f =(0)  and 1.=(1) ne f  

Therefore 1|(1)(0)|  ff ee . 

Hence G  is a vertex odd divisor cordial graph.  
 

 

Example 3.6 Vertex odd divisor cordial labeling for 12 7KP   is shown in Figure 3 .  

 
Figure :3 Vertex odd divisor cordial labeling of 12 7KP   
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Theorem 3.7 The 1- weak shell graph 3),( nnC  is a vertex odd divisor cordial.  

Proof. Let G  be the graph 3),( nnC . Let nvvvv ,...,,, 321  be the vertices of G . Then 

nGV |=)(|  and 42|=)(| nGE . 

We define 1},2{1,3,5,...)(:  nGVf  as follows 

1,=)( 1vf   

1.11,2=)( 1  niivf i   

In view of above defined labeling pattern, we have (0)==(1) ff ene .  

Therefore 1|(1)(0)|  ff ee .   

Hence G  is a vertex odd divisor cordial labeling graph.  

  

Example 3.8 Vertex odd divisor cordial labeling for (10,7)C  is shown in Figure 4 .  

 
Figure : 4 Vertex odd divisor cordial labeling of (10,7)C  

  

Theorem 3.9 The 2 - weak shell graph 4),( nnC  is a vertex odd divisor cordial.  

 

Proof. Let G  be the graph 4),( nnC . Let nvvvv ,...,,, 321  be the vertices of G . Then 

nGV |=)(|  and 52|=)(| nGE . 

We define 1},2{1,3,5,...)(:  nGVf  as follows 

1,=)( 1vf   

1.11,2=)( 1  niivf i   

In view of above defined labeling pattern, we have 

2=(1) ne f  and 3=(0) ne f .  

Therefore 1|(1)(0)|  ff ee . 

Hence G  is a vertex odd divisor cordial labeling graph.  
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Example 3.10 Vertex odd divisor cordial labeling for (10,6)C  is shown in Figure 5 .  

 
Figure : 5 Vertex odd divisor cordial labeling of (10,6)C  

4.  CONCLUSION 

 

Every graph do not admit vertex odd divisor cordial labeling so it is very interesting 

to investigate graph which admit vertex odd divisor cordial labeling. In this paper we have 

investigated some new vertex odd divisor cordial labeling of graphs. We proved that the gear 

graph nG , switching of an apex vertex in )( 1,nKS , the graph 12 mKP  , the 2 - weak shell 

graph 4),( nnC  and the 1- weak shell graph 3),( nnC  are vertex odd divisor cordial 

graphs. 
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